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Space robotics has a substantial interest in achieving on-orbit satellite servicing
operations autonomously, e.g. rendezvous and docking/berthing (RVD) with customer
and malfunctioning satellites. An on-orbit servicing vehicle requires the ability to
estimate the position and attitude in situations whenever the targets are uncooperative.
Such situation comes up when the target is damaged. In this context, this work presents
a robust autonomous pose system applied to RVD missions. Our approach is based on
computer vision, using a single camera and some previous knowledge of the target, i.e.
the customer spacecraft. A rendezvous analysis mission tool for autonomous service
satellite has been developed and presented, for far maneuvers, e.g. distance above 1 km
from the target, and close maneuvers. The far operations consist of orbit transfer using
the Lambert formulation. The close operations include the inspection phase (during
which the pose estimation is computed) and the ﬁnal approach phase. Our approach is
based on the Lambert problem for far maneuvers and the Hill equations are used to
simulate and analyze the approaching and ﬁnal trajectory between target and chase
during the last phase of the rendezvous operation. A method for optimally estimating
the relative orientation and position between camera system and target is presented in
detail. The target is modelled as an assembly of points. The pose of the target is
represented by dual quaternion in order to develop a simple quadratic error function in
such a way that the pose estimation task becomes a least square minimization problem.
The problem of pose is solved and some methods of non-linear square optimization
(Newton, Newton–Gauss, and Levenberg–Marquard) are compared and discussed in
terms of accuracy and computational cost.
& 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Spacecraft rendezvous and docking/berthing (RVD)
autonomous operations are very important in the context
of on orbit servicing (OOS) satellites. A servicing satellitell rights reserved.
).requires the ability to rendezvous and dock without
preliminary information of the customer vehicle, because
in such a case the vehicle could be damaged or out of
service, such satellite is referred to as non-cooperative.
They can be categorized in future assets, satellites
designed to be service (e.g. with orbital replacement
units, grapple ﬁxtures, or add markers) or in current
assets which include customer satellites without any
addable interfaces to facilitate the RVD process. In this
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determined by radar measurements [1]. This paper
presents strategies for autonomous RVD taking into
account a constellation of service satellites. The Lambert
problem is solved to select the service satellite among the
constellation with less DV for a speciﬁc time of ﬂight. A
study case OOS scenario dealing with a non-cooperative
satellite in an LEO orbit is presented. Moreover, the
problem of estimating the relative pose between service
and a non-cooperative satellite is investigated. It is
considered a monocular vision system in order to
recognize and inspect a non-cooperative customer satel-
lite. We present a new formulation to identify the relative
pose of the target by using only natural features of the
target satellite (e.g. corners and edges). The presented
algorithm is general and does not rely on markers
mounted on the target as the case of many current
assents in space.
Nowadays, integrated systems using technologies of
autonomous navigation and machine vision, for inspec-
tion and rendezvous and docking operations are reaching
the stage of real demonstration. In this line of work, we
can cite the Demonstration of Autonomous Rendezvous
Technology (DART) spacecraft launched in 2005 and the
Japan’s Experimental Test Satellite (ETS-VII). DART was
designed to perform autonomous RVD with the MUBL-
COM satellite. Due to anomalies with the craft’s naviga-
tion system, the DART spacecraft has used more
propellant than expected, aborting the mission [2]. The
ETS-VII performed a successful RVD using a computer
vision system. In that in-orbit test the docking operation
used a ground teleoperated manipulator to dock the
chaser spacecraft with a small target satellite [3]. A new
service American spacecraft system with integrated
systems of robotics, machine vision, and autonomous
control for universal tugs is in development. That project
is named spacecraft for the universal modiﬁcation of
orbits (SUMO) [4]. The tug system is being executed by
the Naval Center for Space Technology (NCST) at the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL). That tug may become the ﬁrst
to rescue stranded satellites and extend the lifetime of
costumer’s satellites. Albert et al. analyzed spacecraft
failures, suggesting that a rescue attempt would be
commercially justiﬁed [4]. Several authors have been
dealing with the estimation problem in the context of
RVD. Diaz et al. have developed a Satellite Recognition
and Inspection approach via Autonomous Navigation
(RISANAR) test bed to simulated scenarios of RVD and
also presented a satellite vision system based on pose
estimation [5]. Cropp et al. have presented a method for
estimating the relative position and orientation of a
known target satellite by using only passive imagery [6].
Cropp et al. have used target images generated syntheti-
cally [7]. A cognitively-controlled vision system for
recognition and tracking applied for RVD tasks is
presented in [8,9].
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows a
general description of the tasks of the service satellite.
Section 3 summarizes the orbital maneuvers showing the
algorithm to solve the Lambert problem for far maneuvers
as well as the approach for close and inspectionmaneuvers using the Hill equations. Section 4 presents
the pose estimation for point correspondence. Further-
more, shows the assumptions used and the dual quater-
nion parameterization for attitude and position. At the
end of that section we present the pose error function
associated with our problem. Section 5 reports on the
results of orbital maneuvers and pose estimation results.
The paper is concluded with a brief discussion and
suggested future works.
2. Reference mission scenario
Before the vision system takes place, the service
spacecraft performs transfer maneuvers to meet a point
close to the target orbit and behind the target object. We
deﬁne a hypothetical mission and show how such an
analysis is performed in two different phases, far and
proximity phases. The ﬁrst phase we have performed far
scale operations: The target is supposed to be in an altitude of 450km
above the Earth surface (LEO orbit). It was deﬁned that
the service satellite, or chaser satellite, will be placed
around 300m behind the target satellite, in the same
orbit of the target (point M1 in Fig. 1. We perform a
study taking into account a constellation of service
satellites to choose the one that would have the best
performance.
In the second phase, we have performed proximity scale
operation (those at a distance less than 300m from the
target): The chaser vehicle is placed in an inspection orbit close
to the target-ﬁrst inspection point M2, shown in Fig. 1. A new maneuver in order to place the service satellite
in another inspection orbit closer than that of the ﬁrst
inspection point M3 (see Fig. 1). Estimation of the relative position and orientation
based on vision system. Final approach, straight line V-bar.
Fig. 1 shows the scenario of the servicing mission.
In the ﬁrst phase, we have analyzed the time versus
fuel consumption versus service satellite position. The
second phase the estimation is made without target’s
landmarks but based on the own target structure and
taking into account an assembly of points which ﬁt the
target features after image processing, e.g. segmentation.
We are assuming that we already know the point features
in the image plane which correspond to the points in the
present model. The correspondence task is presented in
reference [10].
3. Orbital maneuvers
3.1. Rendezvous with the target vehicle: far maneuvers
Initially, from the chaser vehicle initial orbit, a
bi-impulsive maneuver must be performed to approach
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Fig. 1. Servicing mission scenario.
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operation requires the solution of the Lambert problem.
This problem consists of calculating the transfer orbit that
connects a point on the initial orbit (position of the chaser
vehicle) to another point on the ﬁnal orbit (position near
to the target vehicle), in a given interval of time t.
The initial and ﬁnal velocities in the transfer orbit are
given by
~v1 ¼
~r2f ðzÞ~r1
gðzÞ ; ~v1 ¼
_gðzÞ~r2~r1
gðzÞ ð1Þ
where ~r1 and ~r2 are the initial and ﬁnal chaser positions,
~v1 and ~v2 are the initial and ﬁnal chaser velocities. To
solve the problem the functions f(z) and g(z) must be
found. This problem is known as Gauss or Lambert
problem and the applications are almost limitless and
include satellite interception and rendezvous. A detailed
study can be found in [11]. The algorithm to solve this
problem via universal variables [12] can be described in
the following way:
1. From the initial and the ﬁnal position and consider-
ing the direction of the motion (long way or short way),
evaluate the constant A as
A¼ signðpDyÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
j~r1jj~r2jð1þcosDyÞ
q
ð2Þ
where Dy is the transfer angle given by
Dy¼ a cos ~r1 ~r2j~r1jj~r2j
 
ð3Þ
signðpDyÞ ¼1 ) Dy4p) long way otherwise short
way.
2. Solve the constraint equation
FðzÞ ¼ x3ðzÞSðzÞþA
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
yðzÞ
p
t ﬃﬃﬃmp ¼ 0 ð4Þwhere
SðzÞ ¼
ﬃﬃ
z
p sinð ﬃﬃzp Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z3
p ; CðzÞ ¼ 1cosð
ﬃﬃ
z
p Þ
z
ð5Þ
yðzÞ ¼ j~r1jþj~r2jA
1zSðzÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
CðzÞ
p ; xðzÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
yðzÞ
CðzÞ
s
ð6Þ
Pick a trial value for the universal variable z in two stages:
rough and ﬁne search. The ﬁrst stage consists in trial and
error satisfying a rough tolerance. Then, the rough
solution for z is used as initial guess for the Gauss–
Newton method in the second stage to ﬁnd the ﬁne
solution.
3. When the method converges to a solution evaluate
the functions f ðzÞ; gðzÞ and _gðzÞ:
f ðzÞ ¼ 1 yðzÞj~r1j
; gðzÞ ¼ A
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
yðzÞ
m
s
; _g ðzÞ ¼ 1 yðzÞj~r2j
ð7Þ
4. Compute the transfer velocities using Eq. (1).
5. By considering the transfer velocities and the
velocities in the initial and ﬁnal orbits calculate the
necessary velocity increment as
D~v1 ¼~v1~vinitial; D~v2 ¼~vfinal~v2 ð8Þ
The state vectors in the initial and ﬁnal of the transfer
orbit can be obtained from the positions and velocities
vectors. Once the state vectors are written the Keplerian
elements of the transfer orbit are calculated [13].
3.2. Rendezvous with the target vehicle: proximity
maneuvers
During the close and ﬁnal approaches, the equations of
the dynamics are written in the target local orbital frame.
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approximated as a straight line and is usually named V-
bar in the direction of the orbital velocity vector ~V . The
axis in the direction of the center of the Earth (radius
vector ~R is named R-bar, (see Fig. 1), and the third axis
completing the system of coordinates is named H-bar in
the direction of the orbital angular momentum vector ~H .
For relative navigation, it becomes more convenient to
keep the spacecraft as ﬁxed points. For circular orbits, the
relative motion between a target and chaser are the Hill
equations
€x2o_z ¼ fx ð9Þ
€yþo2y¼ fy ð10Þ
€zþ2o _x3o2z¼ fz ð11Þ
where x, y, and z are the chaser position with respect to
the target local orbital frame. The solution of those
equations can be found in [4]. Based on that close form
solution, we can study and design approaching maneu-
vers to inspect and execute a ﬁnal approach. Some
previous works have dealt with the inspection phase
[5,6]. Soon after the injection of the chaser in the target
orbit (assuming 300m behind the target) we obtain,
based on the solution of the Hill equations, an in-plane
guidance function for inspection and ﬁnal approach. The
calculate thrust proﬁle is show in Fig. 2. The thrust proﬁle
aims to obtain an orbital trajectory which suits the
reference scenario Fig. 1. At the point M1 (see Fig. 1),
we carry out the ﬁrst close orbital maneuver by a
continuous impulse until M2. The goal of the ﬁrst close
maneuver is to put the service vehicle in the ﬁrst
inspection orbit. During the ﬁrst inspection phase itFig. 2. Thruster chaser proﬁle for close maneuvtakes place the visual system. Eventually, at this point
some adjustment could be made in order to correct the
position of the chaser with respect to the target. After a
few orbits, the chaser is supposed to have executed the
second maneuver that put the service spacecraft closer to
the target in another orbit (point M3) also for inspection.
At this point, the visual system would manage to obtain a
more accurate estimation of the target position and
attitude (pose). After accomplishing the estimation in
the inspection phase the chaser approaches to the
target along V-bar direction.
4. Pose estimation: point correspondence
During the inspection phase the autonomous vision
system has to perform the pose estimation. By estimating
the position and orientation of the target, the chaser
would execute a reliable ﬁnal approach and docking. In
order to state the pose estimation algorithm, let Mi be an
elemental point described in the coordinates of the frame
Xti , Y
t
i , and Z
t
i , as shown in Fig. 3. Consider that the object
model is represented by a set of points Mi, and their
projection coordinates xi and yi in the image frame as
shown in the Fig. 3 (where only mi projection of Miare
shown). Assuming a pinhole camera model, the
collinearity between Mi and mi and the center of
projection O is expressed by the equations [15]:
xi ¼
fXCi
fZCi
; yi ¼
fYCi
fZCi
ð12Þ
where f is the focal length of the camera the distance from
the lens to the image plane. The homogeneous
transformation of the Cartesian coordinates ðXC ;YC ; ZCÞ
into the homogeneous coordinates ðkXC ; kYC ; kZC ; kÞ (k is aers: inspection and ﬁnal approach phase.
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P¼
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1
f
1
2
666664
3
777775 ð13Þ
The perspective transformation which relates the
homogeneous coordinates to the homogeneous image
coordinates is deﬁned as
kXC
kYC
kZC
kkZ
C
f
2
6666664
3
7777775
¼ P
kXC
kYC
kZC
k
2
6664
3
7775 ð14Þ
We can obtain Eq. (12) from Eq. (14) just dividing it by the
fourth vector component. In order to represent the
camera coordinates with respect to target coordinates
ðkXt ; kYt ; kZtÞ we use the transformation as follows:
kXC
kYC
kZC
kkZ
C
f
2
6666664
3
7777775
¼ PEI
kXt
kYt
kZt
k
2
6664
3
7775 ð15Þ
where E and I are matrices 44 representing the rigid
transformations from target frame to camera frame,
respectively. Those matrices are established during on-
ground calibration. On-ground calibration shall provide
the intrinsic parameters (e.g. focal length f) of the camera
and the extrinsic parameters (e.g. matrices E and I) as
well. Once the camera calibration is accomplished E and I
matrices are given. From Eq. (15), we can write the
camera model as
xi ¼
a11X
t
i þa12Yti þa13Zti þa14
a41Xti þa42Yti þa43Zti þa44
ð16Þ
yi ¼
a21X
t
i þa22Yti þa23Zti þa24
a41Xti þa42Yti þa43Zti þa44
ð17Þwhere (xi, yi) are 2D coordinates of the projected 3D object
in the image frame, aij; ði¼ 1; . . . ;3; j¼ 1; . . . ;4Þ
(components of A=PEI) are the camera intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters that describe the transformation of
any point from the target to the camera coordinate frame.
Eqs. (16) and (17) can be written more compactly as
½1 0 xiA
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75þ½1 0 xi
a14
a24
a44
2
64
3
75¼ 0 ð18Þ
½1 0 yiA
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75þ½0 1 yi
a14
a24
a44
2
64
3
75¼ 0 ð19Þ
where matrix A is deﬁned in terms of matrix A as
A ¼
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
a41 a42 a43
2
64
3
75 ð20Þ
All elements of the matrix A are known. Those
elements were obtained by a calibration process [16,17].
That matrix is used to take simulate pictures of the target
object.
In order to establish a new rigid transformation let us
consider the model coordinate frame deﬁned
asðXM ;YM ; ZMÞ. The rigid transformation from the model
to target coordinate frame is given by
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75¼ R
XMi
YMi
ZMi
2
664
3
775þT ð21Þ
where R is a rotation matrix and T is a translation vector.
XMi ;Y
M
i , and Z
M
i are coordinates of the same points with
respect to the model reference frame.
The pose estimation task is stated as: ﬁnd the rigid
transformation, the rotation matrix R and the translation
vector T, which lead to a best ﬁtting between the object
model and the obtained image data.
In order to represent simultaneously the rotations and
translations in a unique formulation, it is convenient to
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order to accomplish this, consider some mathematical
manipulations as follows:
First we rewrite Eqs. (18) and (19) as
½a11a41xi a12a42xi a13a43xi
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75þa14a44xi ¼ 0
ð22Þ
½a21a41 yi a22a42xi a23a43yi
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75þa24a44yi ¼ 0
ð23Þ
Then we redeﬁne new vectors and constants as
vxi ¼ ½a11a41xi a12a42xi a13a43xiT ð24Þ
vyi ¼ ½a21a41 yi a22a42xi a23a43yiT ð25Þ
dxi ¼ a14a44xi; dyi ¼ a24a44yi ð26Þ
Finally, we rewrite Eqs. (18) and (19) as
vxi
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75þdxi ¼ 0; vyi
Xti
Yti
Zti
2
64
3
75þdyi ¼ 0 ð27Þ
By substituting Eq. (21) into Eq. (27) we have
vxi ðR
XMi
YMi
ZMi
2
664
3
775þTÞþdxi ¼ 0 ð28Þ
vyi ðR
XMi
YMi
ZMi
2
664
3
775þTÞþdyi ¼ 0 ð29Þ
The vectors vxi , vyi and Xi ¼ ðXMi ;YMi ; ZMi Þ represented as
dual vectors are given by the following matrices:
uxi ¼
0
vxi
" #
; uyi ¼
0
vyi
" #
; Mdi ¼
0
Xi
" #
ð30ÞFig. 4. Screw satellite motion, side and top views. The rigid transformation i
magnitude d along the G axis in the direction determined by a unit vector r^ .4.1. Screw transformation: dual quaternions
We can describe the rotation and translation in a
uniﬁed notation by using a unit dual quaternion. The
interesting feature of parameterizing screw transforma-
tion or rigid transformations with dual quaternion resides
in the simple involved algebraic manipulations. In addi-
tion, this parametrization allows us to describe pose
problems in a more simple, easy and elegant form than
those other forms of parametrization for rigid transforma-
tions [18,19]. Formally, a screw transformation is deﬁned
by the triplet (d, f, G,), where d is the length of the
translation along the screwing axis, f the rotation angle
around the screwing axis, G the screwing axis which may
be represented parametrically by a direction unit vector r^
and a position vector l^, such thatr^  l^ ¼ 0. We represent a
dual quaternion as q¼ rþes, where q represents a rigid
transformation. Its real r and dual part s are deﬁned by
r¼ cos f
2
; sin
f
2
r^
 
; s¼  d
2
sin
f
2
;
d
2
cos
f
2
r^þsin f
2
r^  l^
 
ð31Þ
Fig. 4 shows a screw representation of a free ﬂight
satellite. Chasle’s theorem states that such screw
transformation can describe any rigid transformation [20].
It is possible to verify that the following two
constraints hold:
r  r¼ 1; r  s¼ 0 ð32Þ
The rotation matrix R and the translation vector T can be
derived by using the following equations:
1 013
031 R
" #
¼WðrÞTQ ðrÞ; 0
T
 
¼ 2WðsÞT ð33Þ
where WðrÞ and Q ðrÞ are 44 matrices associated with
the real part of the unit dual quaternion r:
Q ðrÞ ¼
r0 r1 r2 r3
r1 r0 r3 r2
r2 r3 r0 r1
r3 r2 r1 r0
2
66664
3
77775; WðrÞ ¼
r0 r1 r2 r3
r1 r0 r3 r2
r2 r3 r0 r1
r3 r2 r1 r0
2
66664
3
77775
ð34Þs a screw: rotation about an axis by angle F¼ 2f and a translation of
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At this point, we can compute the pose constraint
equations by substituting Eqs. (30) and (34) into Eqs. (28)
and (29) and rearranging we obtain
uTxiWðrÞ
TQ ðrÞMdi þuTxi2WðrÞ
Tsþdxi ¼ 0 ð35Þ
uTyiWðrÞ
TQ ðrÞMdi þuTyi2WðrÞ
Tsþdyi ¼ 0 ð36Þ
By using the following property Q ðaÞb¼WðbÞa in con-
junction with the Eq. (35), we ﬁnally obtain the ﬁrst pose
constraint equation as
rTQ ðuxi ÞTWðMdi Þrþ2rTQ ðuxi ÞTsþdxi ¼ 0 ð37Þ
Similarly, we can obtain the expression for the second
pose constraint equation as
rTQ ðuyi ÞTWðMdi Þrþ2rTQ ðuyi ÞTsþdyi ¼ 0 ð38Þ
It is worth to note that in Eqs. (37) and (38), the inputs are
uxi coordinates of the points i¼ 1; . . . ;n in the image along
x; uyi coordinates of the points i¼ 1; . . . ;n in the image
along y, and Mdi coordinates ðXMi ;YMi ; ZMi Þ of the points
i¼ 1; . . . ;n of the object model. The obtained outputs are r
(the real part of the unit quaternion), and s (the dual part
of the dual quaternion).4.3. Error function
Based on the constraint Eqs. (37) and (38), we can
write a new expression that represents the error function
associated with our problem. It can be shown that in the
case of point correspondence the error function to beFig. 5. Total velocity increment fominimized is
Fðr; sÞ ¼
Xn
i ¼ 1
½rTQTWrþ2rTQTsþdxi 2þ½rTQTWrþ2rTQTsþdyi 2
ð39Þ
plus the constraint Eq. (32) multiplied by the Lagrange
multipliers
C1 ¼ ðr  r1Þ2; C2 ¼ ðr  sÞ2 ð40Þ
It is now clear that the minimization of the error
function is equivalent to the solution of the non-linear
least square problem given by the minimization of the
function
SðxÞ ¼
Xm
j ¼ 1
Y2j ðxÞ ð41Þ
where SðxÞ is the extend function to be minimized, such
that x 2 Rn. In our problem, we have n=8, from which 4
are the real part r and 4 are the dual part s. Here,
m¼ 2pþ2where p is the number of correspondence
points. To solve the quadratic error function we have
used and compared the following numerical methods for
solution of non-linear least square problems: Newton
method [21], Gauss–Newton method, and Levenberg–
Marquardt method [22,23].5. Simulations and results
5.1. Far maneuvers
In this work, it was considered a constellation of 8
service satellites in a circular equatorial parking orbit at
an altitude of 450km. The service satellites werer the short way maneuvers.
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Fig. 6. Total velocity increment for the long way maneuvers.
Fig. 7. Trajectory of the vehicle chaser during close maneuvers.
Table 1
True screw parameters.
f 471
L [1 1 1]
d 2.3094
G. Arantes Jr. et al. / Acta Astronautica 66 (2010) 1493–15051500positioned in that orbit in a conﬁguration of 451 separated
from each other. In order to accomplish the far maneuver,
it is necessary to have some knowledge of the target
object orbit so that the chaser orbital transference could
be done correctly. The mean anomaly of the position near
to the target vehicle, in the ﬁnal orbit, was considered as
1651. Based on that assumption a set of transfer
maneuvers was calculated for each satellite using the
Lambert problem model [12]. The time spent to perform
the bi-impulsive maneuver was set from 400 to 2700 s.
Therefore, 416 maneuvers were calculated considering
the long way ðDy4pÞ and the short way ðDyopÞ. Thevelocity increments of these maneuvers are shown in
Figs. 5 and 6.
To choose the best maneuver a multi-objective
optimization study must be done. It can be desired to
minimize simultaneously, the fuel consumption (total
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However, those objectives, generally, are conﬂicting.
When one of them is optimized the other may be not.
In this case, it is practically impossible to determine
the optimal solution that minimizes both objectives
simultaneously. But, when one of the objectives is ﬁxed
the other is easily optimized and the solution can be
determined.Fig. 8. Simulated t
Fig. 9. Projected points (36 red points), and simulated target image (only line
reader is referred to the web version of this article).It is worth to say that the multi-objective optimization
is not a main goal of this work. A survey of multi-objective
optimization methods can be found in [24,25]. In [26,27],
the application of a new multi-objective method was used
to ﬁnd the best orbital maneuver from a set of maneuvers
previously calculated. The application of this new method
could be used in this work to choose which service
satellite should be maneuvered and which maneuverarget object.
s) (for interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
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beyond the scope of this work.5.2. Close maneuvers: inspection and ﬁnal approaching
The trajectory of the service satellite during the ﬁrst
and the second inspections is shown in Fig. 7 (blue
trajectory). Note that both inspection trajectories are
circumferences. The large one illustrates a ﬂight around
the target; this sort of trajectory shall be used to achieve
proper light conditions during visual inspection. The small
circumference inspection illustrates the case where the
chaser is kept behind the target. This one shall estimateTable 2
Pose performance for different methods.
N. of iterations Residual CPU time (s)
LM 16 1030 4.89
GN 9 1030 2.76
N 88 1014 20.95
Fig. 10. Pose estimation processaccurately the target’s pose and eventually be used
to make corrections in the position of the service
satellite before the ﬁnal approach. The ﬁnal approach is
shown by enlarging Fig. 7. The last maneuver is done after
few orbits of the target. In fact that trajectory has a
sinusoidal form with amplitude around centimeters and
frequency equal to the inverse of the orbital period of the
target.5.3. Pose estimation results
In order to test the pose algorithm, random values for
orientation and position of the satellite were taken. The
screw elements are shown in Table 1. We have used a
simple target object to carry out our analysis and compare
the optimization methods.
The target was simulated as a simple 3D object (see
Fig. 8). The position of this target in space as viewed from
front and top sides is shown in Fig. 8.
By applying the pinhole camera model we obtain the
simulated image [15]. Fig. 9 shows the points of the targetusing the Newton method.
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the above screw transformation shown in Table 1. The
assumed target model is formed by 36 points and the pose
correspondence task is not considerate.
Table 2 shows the performance of the pose algorithm
using different numerical methods such as Levenberg–
Marquardt (LM), Gauss Newton (GN), and Newton (N).
The initial guess used for all methods was settled as
q0 ¼ ½1 0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5T
The next ﬁgures show the pose estimation process
using Newton, Levenberg–Marquardt, and Gauss–Newton
methods. The red lines represent the image and the black
dotted line represents the projection of the model after
the iteration. The iteration sequence 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 10
are shown in Figs. 10–12. We see that the pose estimation
using the Gauss–Newton method presents a better
performance in terms of time compared with the
Newton and Levenberg–Marquardt methods. LM and GN
methods achieve the same accuracy, but the GN converges
faster. It relies on the fact that GN method is generally
more effective than the LM method when the residual is
zero at the solution.6. Conclusions and suggestion for future works
In this work, a methodology applied during the
far and close service satellite operations was presented.
In the far operations, the Lambert problem was solved in
two computed search stages (rough and ﬁne search),
achieving accurate results in a reduced CPU time.
Those results allow us to choose the best service satellite
to be maneuvered and the best maneuver to be imple-
mented, considering the ﬂight time and the fuel con-
sumption. However, to make this choice autonomously
a multi-objective criterion must be used. The close
RVD operations were divided into inspection and
ﬁnal approach phases. In the inspection phase, we
presented a scenario two inspection orbits in such a
way that the service satellite could autonomously com-
pute the pose of the target. The pose algorithm was
developed aiming its integration into the vision and
navigation systems for future applications in real systems.
Although the analysis was conducted assuming the
observation of all characteristic point of the target, the
algorithm still can handle with the situation where some
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at least 3 points have to be tracked or observed by the
chaser in order to estimate its relative pose. Our
developed theoretical study provides a useful tool to
conduct simple experiments on pose estimation and RVD
operations.
For future works, we suggest to include the
study of GEO orbits for far maneuvers and the
development of the navigation ﬁlter that includes an
observer to estimate and predict the structure of
motion. Consistently with this work, some practical
experiments are being proposed at Center of Applied
Space Technology and Microgravity (ZARM). The pre-
sented study shall be applied in the ZARM test bed
facilities, taking into account the satellite dynamics
simulator vehicle project entitled LUVEX [28]. That
simulator includes the capability to perform, test and
validate simple RVD operations using two vehicles. One of
the vehicles shall carry a camera, so as to provide an
environment to test the estimation pose algorithm, when
estimating position and attitude of one of the vehicle.
Both vehicles allow us to study formation ﬂying in the R-
bar and the V-bar plane.Acknowledgments
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